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The black-legged tick nymphs that have caused Lyme disease reports in the 

Washington region to soar will emerge with the spring flowers this month, 

and one thing is certain: They are hungry.  

The most recent statistics show that Lyme disease reports more than 

doubled in Virginia and Maryland from 2006 to 2007, the last year for 

which data are available. They have nearly doubled in the District, tripled in 

Howard County and quadrupled in Montgomery County. Loudoun County 

recorded half of all cases in Virginia.  

"The black-legged tick is really coming down and taking hold in the 

Potomac region," said David Goodfriend, the Loudoun County health 

director. "There are a great many more ticks in the area than there were a 

number of years ago."  

Goodfriend has had to become an expert on the disease, which takes its 

name from the town in Connecticut where a cluster of cases was first 

recognized in 1975. Since then, the disease has grown more prevalent along 

the East Coast, spreading south and west from Connecticut, with a number 

of mid-Atlantic states reporting an exponential growth in cases as the ticks 

rapidly multiply.  

The ticks that carry the disease, which can result in heart and joint problems 

as well as Bell's palsy if not caught early, have been commonly called deer 

ticks because deer are the vehicles that are the Johnny Appleseeds in 

spreading the disease. But the unseen culprit in delivering the disease to 

humans is the white-footed mouse or another of his rodent friends.  

The ticks need just three meals in their normal two-year life cycle. As 

larvae, they get their first feeding on the backs of rodents, which are disease carriers. The larvae grow into 

infected nymphs that drop off the rodent in the woods or someone's back yard.  

"There they will crawl up on a piece of grass and wait until an animal brushes up against them, and the cycle 

continues," said Paul Mead, an epidemiologist with the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.  

That cycle continues with meal number two on that animal. And the nymph, which is the size of a pencil point, 

is much less likely to be noticed if it is feeding on, and infecting, a human.  

If that nymph gets its meal and grows into an adult tick, it would like to hop onto a deer next.  
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"The adult ticks prefer to feed on deer, which are immune to the disease," Mead said. "Deer are the adult mating 

bars for black-legged ticks. That's where they like to meet their mates, and then they drop off to lay their eggs."  

The spread of infected ticks in the Washington region has been dramatic as more farmland has been developed 

and deer have become ever more common roaming through back yards and parks.  

"What used to be an occasional case now has come to be commonplace," said Karen Kingry, a pediatrician who 

treats children at Nighttime Care facilities in Montgomery, Howard and Anne Arundel counties. "For example, 

when we see a single swollen, not very painful, knee, it's almost always going to be Lyme disease."  

She points out that the number of cases in children might be even higher were it not for a single fact: Most 

young children, in the course of an average year, have some other illness that requires the same antibiotic 

treatment used for Lyme disease. So, the drugs administered for an earache might also combat an unnoticed 

case of Lyme disease.  

Although early treatment in many cases can resolve the illness quickly, even that is not guaranteed.  

Washington lawyer Andrew E. Falk said he noticed the bull's-eye rash on his chest in the bathroom mirror late 

last August.  

"Then I started getting really spooky pains" in his hip, knee and wrist, he said. "It was almost like invasion of 

the body snatchers."  

The blood test for Lyme disease came back negative, but his doctor suspected that that was the problem and 

prescribed the normal three-week course of antibiotics.  

"But after three weeks, I didn't feel particularly better," said Falk, who spends a lot of time outdoors at his 

Davidsonville home. "I couldn't go out. I couldn't exercise even a little bit. It was like somebody had taken my 

battery out."  

He went to a Lyme disease specialist, who said he should consider an extended course of antibiotics. But Falk's 

brother, an emergency room doctor, persuaded him that spending months on antibiotics wasn't the answer.  

Seven months later, without additional antibiotics, Falk feels fully recovered, but he worries about encountering 

another black-legged nymph this season.  

"The next time you go into your yard, you could get it again," he said. "What can you do unless you live like an 

indoor gnome?"  
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